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Abstract
Despite the breakthrough in achieving higher Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR)
in Single Image Super Resolution, one major problem remains unsolved how to
recover texture details while upscaling image. Recent papers mostly focussed on
achieving higher PSNR using the very deep residual and dense network, and since
most of them are using pixel-wise loss metric, they are perceptually unsatisfying as
expected in higher resolution image.
We proposed perceptual loss function to measure the perceptual similarity
instead of pixel-wise similarity of super-resolved image. Perceptual similarity
pushes the super-resolved image more towards the Original image. Using our
method, we have been able to recover higher texture details from downsampled
images using known kernel degradation. We have taken Opinion score of Users
to judge the image quality generated from perceptual similarity and pixel-wise
similarity and in our analysis, we have found there is significant gains using
perceptual quality.
We have used existing modified Residual Dense Network(RDN) architecture
to handle Gaussian denoising with the unknown noise level. Using dense and
residual network, the model has been able to learn residual noise to be subtracted
for the given noisy image. Our experiment shows that RDCNN performs better
than existing models in terms of image quality and performance metric, which are
noticeable.
